
Bosco de Lobos – a casual-
chic restaurant in Chueca
Last month I reviewed the sexy, swish Ana La Santa. If we were
to talk in terms of siblings, whilst Ana La Santa may be the
mature older brother in the dining out stakes, this means that
Bosco de Lobos may be the cuter, younger sister. Smaller in
size and with a less obvious position within the city (it’s
tucked away between Calle Fuencarral and Hortaleza) sort of
straddling Malasaña and Chueca if you will, it’s the ideal
place for a simple lunch on their sun-kissed terraza or for a
casual date night that won’t break the bank.

The atmosphere was (on a Friday night) buzzing to say the
least; packed with punters all gagging to sample their take on
eclectic European fare, ranging from wood-fired pizzas, to
steak tartare, to heaving pasta dishes. They do a little bit
of everything and instead of this being to their detriment
(like that friend you have who spreads themselves too thinly)
it’s all lip-smackingly good.
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Like most, I enjoy dining out (ok, perhaps more than most) but
I like to do so in places that lack pretention and that do
simple things with style. Bosco de Lobos ticks both boxes.
Special mention has to go our waitress, Iryna, who was a
fountain of knowledge on the wine front, recommending the
perfect Rioja to be paired with my steak. We rounded off the
evening with a couple of puds and a G&T thrown in for good
measure.

Speaking of round, that’s exactly how my midriff felt after
eating like a Queen. It doesn’t hurt that the setting is as
tasty as the food, lots of sultry low lighting and artfully
dishevelled bookshelves, making the whole place feel cosily
lived in rather than sterile Scandi in tone.

Unlike La Musa, they do take reso’s so I implore you to make
one – you can thank me later.
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Bosco de Lobos
Facebook & Instagram: @boscodelobosmadrid
Address: COAM, Calle de Hortaleza, 63
Phone: 915 24 94 64
Metro: Alonso Martínez, Chueca & Tribunal
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